




Crowns have historically been designed to symbolize 
the culture they represent. By reaching the Crown Club 
75, you have set yourself apart from the crowd by being 
a bold representation of what Paparazzi is all about and 
what it can bring to others. 

When you become a member of the Crown Club 75, you 
will receive your certificate upon qualifying. Then, at our 
next annual convention, you’ll receive your glamorous 
crystal trophy! A three-pronged tower rises from a pol-
ished glassy sphere, creating an elevated platform for 
the crystal globe featuring a suspended Paparazzi logo 
inside it.  Needless to say, this monumental display is as 
breathtaking as your newest achievement! 

To become royalty means to have overcome chal-
lenges and obstacles in order to step into power. As a 
member of the Crown Club 100, you are the leader of 
your own empire, with an exceptional responsibility to 
motivate and support those who admire you. 

In honor of this incredible achievement, you’ll receive 
your Crown Club 100 certificate upon qualifying. Then, 
at our next annual convention, you’ll be awarded with 
your staggering Crown Club 100  trophy! Featuring 
a crystal sphere with light-catching faceted edges 
stacked between two glassy pillars, each layer of this 
jaw-dropping design builds up to the iconic crystal 
globe with the Paparazzi logo suspended inside.



Exclusive and coveted, the Crown Club 150  is reserved for the best of the 
best; those who exemplify triumph over adversity and are proven to be a 
force to be reckoned with. It’s clear you’re unstoppable, and you have an 
empire to prove it.

Upon arriving at the Crown Club 150 , you will receive your certificate, 
complete with shimmery foil accents. Then, at out next annual convention, 
you’ll receive your jaw-dropping Crown Club 150  trophy. A four-pronged 
tower rises dramatically from a faceted crystal sphere, creating a sleek 
platform. A crystal globe with the Paparazzi logo suspended inside spar-
kles at the top of the structure. Talk about a crowning finish!

If a Consultant is unable to attend our annual convention, their trophy will be shipped to them following the event (by November). The Crown Club is a lifetime achievement, 
with trophies and certificates only be awarded the first time the milestone is achieved. 


